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Marching	Into	Spring	
Philip Stohrer, Editor 
 
We’re marching through the year.  It can still be cold, damp, even snowy, 
but we are slowly moving into the warmer weather.  The days are getting 
longer, with sunset after supper and dawn before breakfast.  On March 13 
we switch to Daylight Savings Time and trade an hour of morning light for a 
longer evening twilight.  Time, the sun, and the months are marching on. 
 
KARSP is marching on, too.  Despite a shaky start, we have made it through 
a COVID surge and a venue change.  Luncheon attendance has remained 
steady and the work of the association has continued.  Make sure you read 
Sharon Pendola’s article on page 3.  She has fantastic news, to steal her 
headline.  As always, KARSP members have looked beyond their own 
problems and struggles to care for students and the teachers who are still 
active.   
 
One of our board members is marching on, too, namely our Betty Ongley, 
former Portage teacher, counselor, and, in her spare time, mayor of 
Portage from 1973-1979, the first 
woman to ever hold that post.  Betty 
remained active in politics, serving 
on many commissions and boards, 
and remained acquainted with 
nearly every Kalamazoo area 
politician.  In June of 2018, the City 
of Portage recognized Betty by 
naming a park in her honor.  The 
Betty Lee Ongley Park is attached to 
the Bicentennial Trail near Kilgore. 
 
She has been a tireless advocate for KARSP and educators.  We will miss 
her on the board.  Her role on the board will be taken over by her co-chair, 
Ken Larson.   

On	The	Side	
Dates	And	Data	
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Collection 

Generous Hands 
 

April 5 
MARSP Update 

Collection  
Scholarship Fund 

 
May 3 

YWCA of Kalamazoo 
Collection 

First Day Shoe Fund 
 

June 7 
Scholarship Recognition 

Collection 
Scholarship Fund 
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Best	Wishes	in	the	New	Year	
Julie Devers, KARSP President 
 
Yay!!  It’s 2022, a new year!  I am looking forward to 
great times coming.  I just know they are on the way!  
Spring will be springing, birds will be chirping, and 
flowers will be blooming soon! 
 
I hope you all had a very happy holiday season.  It might 
have been quite different this year since many families 
decided not to get the entire family together in order to 
be safe and healthy.  Whether it was an in-person 
celebration or a Zoom or Facetime gathering, the 
opportunity to talk to family and friends is always a joy. 
 
At our last luncheon, someone suggested that we invite 
KARSP members to attend our board meetings.  I 
thought it was a super idea, so I am including a list of 
the dates of our meetings and the time and location:  
We meet once a month on Tuesdays at 9:30 A.M. at the 
West Main Professional Development Center, 1627 W. 
Main.  Masks are required by Kalamazoo Public Schools.  
The remaining dates are as follows: February 22, March 
29, April 26, and May 31.  We would be happy to 
welcome you.   
 
In case you’re wondering what goes on at our meetings, 
here’s a little rundown.  Each of the committee chairs 
has the opportunity to share what his/her group has 
been doing or to give important updates, for example, 
updates on legislation or insurance.  If someone has an 
idea or problem to discuss, we have time to do that.  
Motions can be made, discussed, and voted on.  We 
also just simply enjoy seeing each other and catching 
up.  We have such a wonderful board.  Come see us in 
action.  If you think you might be interested in coming 
to a board meeting, you can call me if you would like 
more information.  My number is 269-760-1614. 
 

I feel that I must tell a joke since I missed my humorous 
offering time because we didn’t meet in January.  One 
cold winter morning a wife texted her husband at work 
saying, “Windows frozen, won’t open.”  The husband 
texted her back, “Gently pour some hot water along the 
edges and tap it with a hammer.”  After a few minutes, 
she texted back, “The computer is really messed up, 
now.”   Looking forward to seeing you at the luncheons 
and, maybe, a board meeting. 
 

Membership	Musings	
Kris Kirkpatrick and Linda Hawley Membership Chairs 
 
New Members 
Please welcome our newest members.  Joy Anderton, 
Linda Husen, Monika Ross, Roberta Kreg, and William 
Ryan. 
 
Dues Reminder 
Your current annual MARSP/KARSP membership is good 
through June 30, 2022.  MARSP may have already 
reminded you of the need to pay your dues before that 
date to stay current.  You can pay your dues on the 
MARSP website, or by calling MARSP at 1-888-960-
4022. 
 
Are You Up to Date? 
Is your winter address, your email, and your birthday up 
to date with MARSP?  Dues are reduced at the age of 85 
if MARSP has your birthdate.  
 
New Retirees 
Do you know someone planning to retire in the near 
future?  If so, please email their address to either Kris 
Kirkpatrick or Linda Hawley.  We will send them 
information about MARSP/KARSP to encourage them to 
join.  Because of privacy issues, MARSP no longer can 
receive the names of new retirees.  Your help is 
valuable. 
 

  

Board Meetings 
February 22 

March 29 
April 26 
May 31 

Contact Julie Devers, for more information at 
juliedevers@att.net or 269-760-1614 
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In	Remembrance		
Of	Our	Members	Who	Have	Passed		
Barbara Rockey, Friendship Chairperson 
 
The members of KARSP wish to extend our sincere 
sympathy to the families and friends of those members 
who have passed in recent months, including:   
Eunice Weeldreyer, Robert P. Knight, Charlene Naylor, 
Frances Flynn, Christine Ballard, Joan Atwell, Lois 
Stegman, Virginia Ryan, Jacqueline Laparl, Linda McCall, 
Dorothy Hettinger, and Joyce E. Castle. 
 
Contact information:  Barbara Rockey (269)373-1711 
home phone, or my E-mail address is 
barbararockey@aol.com. 
 

Fantastic	Scholarship	News 
Sharon Pendola 
 
I’m happy to say that despite the pandemic, your 
generosity continues to flow toward scholarships.  Thus, 
I am announcing KARSP will give nine scholarships of 
$1500 in 2022.  Isn’t this amazing!!! Thank you, thank 
you on behalf of young, hopeful students. 
 
A new scholarship category will begin this spring, as 
well.  A ninth scholarship will be given in the area of 
Fine Arts.  This scholarship is being underwritten by 
Sally L. and James W. Roach and will be awarded to a 
student who intends to pursue collegiate study focused 
on music, dance, or visual arts.  This will become an 
annual scholarship. 

Below is one of my very favorite “thank you” letters.  It 
speaks volumes regarding the heartfelt gratitude a 
scholarship recipient feels toward you and our 
organization.  May it encourage us never to forget the 
power of “giving.” 
 
Dear Mrs. Pendola, 
I couldn’t thank you nor the 
KARSP members enough for 
choosing me as the recipient of 
this incredibly generous 
scholarship.  I am indeed most 
grateful and deeply honored for 
my selection.  My level of 
appreciation and happiness is 
simply immeasurable.  It is a 
pinnacle point in my life to receive this gift.  It’s going to 
help my academic pursuits while also decreasing my 
financial stress.  This scholarship will aid me in 
my education at university, which in turn allows me to 
pursue my future career when I can have a positive 
impact on this world. 
 
The conservation biology EFE I participated in taught me 
so much knowledge about our environment, as well as 
the deep connection we have with nature, including the 
animals, the soil, and water.  These aspects of nature 
are simply extensions of ourselves; if we do not care for 
our environment, not only do we harm other beings but 
we harm ourselves as well.  My philosophy only 
solidified being in this class, it even gave me a deeper 
perspective of how many problems we face 
environmentally that I did not previously think too 

much about.  I saw firsthand what 
many branches of conservationist 
careers do in a normal day, along with 
learning many unique skills, like how 
to test soil Ph levels, identifying 
various tree species, among others. 
 
I couldn’t be more thankful for my 
EFE experience and your scholarship.  
I am filled with gratitude and 
confidence to continue and pursue 
my chosen field of study. 
 
Deepest regards and thanks, 
 
Rowan L. Mathieson-Rinock 
Student of Conservation Biology 
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wmich.edu/olli

 facebook.com/WMULifelongLearning

OLLI is celebrating 10 years of intellectual 
discovery! The Osher Lifelong Learning 
Institute at WMU is a thriving community 
,#�(+,4)"!$"�0""("/0��$"!�ǚǕʭǽ��"�,ƛ"/�
compelling online courses, engaging social 
events, and opportunities to broaden your 
horizons. Explore the world from the 
comfort of home this winter! 
Join OLLI today! 
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Blue	Cross		
Health	Insurance	Updates	
Sandy Beiter, RN-BSN, Insurance Co-Chair 
 
Update on Silver Sneakers for 
Medicare Members 
You should have received, by mail, information on this 
new benefit.  Contact information: 866-584-7352 or 
silversneakers.com. 
 
If you would like a Silver Sneakers Member ID card, log 
into the website.  You can, then, bring the card to the 
location of your choice.  You can, also, log in to the site 
and sign up for many live virtual classes that are 
available, at set times, throughout the day.  
 
Silver Sneakers provides easy access 24/7.  You can log 
in from anywhere.  There are hundreds of On-Demand 
videos designed for seniors, led by trusted instructors.  
Workouts are focused on flexibility, mobility, balance, 
cardio, and strength, plus nutrition, stress management, 
fall prevention, and more 
 
I logged into the Silver Sneakers site and entered my zip 
code which is 49009.  There are 3 locations near my 
house: Anytime Fitness: 6980 Stadium Dr., Phone: 269-
365-9855; The Point Community Center: 2595 N. 10th 
St., Phone: 269-350-5496; Endurance Fitness and 
Wellness of Kalamazoo: 2930 W. Main St., Phone: 269-
488-2700.  The YMCA is also a location. 
 
Free at-home Covid-19 Tests 
Every home in the U.S. is eligible to order four free at-
home COVID-19 tests through the U.S. government.  
These tests are completely free with orders shipping in 
7-12 days. 
 
Please visit COVIDtests.gov to place your order. 
I would advise everyone to do this ASAP so that you 
have these in your homes should you need to be 
tested. 
 
Covid Testing for Medicare Members 
As of December 7, 2021, our health insurance demands 
that testing for Covid has to be ordered by a health 
professional and performed by a health professional in 
a health professional setting.  Our insurance does not 
cover the kits that can be purchased for use at home.   
 

Also, the health professional has to be ordering it for a 
particular reason, i.e., the person is showing symptoms 
of Covid.  If the health professional tells you that you 
have to do a home test at home, it is still not covered 
because it is not being done in a health professional 
setting.  If you have to have a Covid test before a 
medical procedure, like surgery, it is covered because 
you are having the Covid test done at the lab or the 
hospital. 
 
Covid Testing for Non-Medicare 
Members 
As of January 18, 2022, Rachel Saputo-Abarca, our 
Manager for our BCBS insurance, has released the 
details for non-Medicare reimbursement.  The new 
program allows for the reimbursement for up to 8 at-
home rapid diagnostic COVID-19 tests per member 
every 30 days.  (Note: this is the number of total tests–if 
a member purchases a kit with two tests in it, that 
counts as two tests). 
 
The new program is for self-funded and fully insured 
commercial health plan members only and does not 
include Medicare Advantage plans.  
 
Rachel states, “We are currently looking into 
reimbursement for Medicare Advantage members for 
these at-home COVID-19 tests.” 
 
For information on reimbursement for non-Medicare 
members visit: 
www.bcbsm.com/content/public/en/index/common/im
portant-information/covid-
19.html?spiff=coronavirus&location=mpsers 
 
It Bears Repeating 
 
Outpatient/Inpatient Status in the Hospital for 
Medicare Members 
If you are admitted into the hospital under outpatient 
status and you are there for five days or more, make 
sure that you talk with your physician about changing 
your stay to inpatient status.  Once this happens, all of 
the days will be considered inpatient and will be 
covered under your Medicare A, not B.  If you will be 
going to a rehabilitation facility after hospitalization, 
make sure that you are in inpatient status for at least 
seventy-two hours before discharge.  
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Physical Exams for Women 
If you are having a gynecological exam by your 
gynecologist and a regular physical exam by your 
primary provider in the same year, make sure that the 
billing codes are different for each.  If both exams are 
billed as annual physicals with the same coding, only 
the first exam will be covered by insurance.  You can ask 
one of the providers to use a diagnosis code for their 
exam. 
 
As always, I am only a phone call or email away.  269-
341-0424 or p.j.beiter@comcast.net 
 
 

Insurance	Terms:		
Understanding	What	They	Mean 
Cheryl Butler, KARSP Insurance Co-chair  
 
After attending 
numerous health 
provider 
information 
presentations, I decided to focus on commonly used 
insurance terms.  Anytime you have a question or 
concern about your health benefits, I recommend you 
call Customer Service on the back of your insurance 
card. 
 
Copayment:  The amount you pay directly to the 
provider for a covered service, usually at the time you 
receive that service. 
Deductible:  The amount you pay each contract year 
before your health plan will pay for certain covered 
services. 
Coinsurance:  Your share of the cost of a covered 
service that you pay directly to the provider.  This is 
usually a percentage of the amount the provider 
charges for services (i.e., 10%).  You pay coinsurance, 
plus any deductible you owe. 
Coinsurance Maximum (Pre-Medicare): The most you’ll 
pay in a contract year for your coinsurance for covered 
hospital services (in-patient/out-patient) before your 
health plan begins paying 100% of the coinsurance costs 
for covered medical services.  This amount includes 
coinsurance only. 
Maximum Out-of-pocket (Medicare):  The most you’ll 
pay in a contract year for covered services before your 
health plan begins paying 100% of the costs for covered 
medical services.  This amount includes a deductible,

coinsurance, and copayments.  Costs for non-covered 
services don’t apply.  This, also, doesn’t include any 
prescription drug payments. 
PCP:  Primary Care Provider 
Specialist:  A physician who focuses on a specific area of 
medicine or a group of patients to diagnose, manage, 
prevent, or treat certain types of symptoms and 
conditions.  (i.e., Allergist, Neurologist, Ophthal-
mologist, Chiropractor, OBGYN, Endocrinologist, 
Dermatologist, etc.)  
HMO:  Health Maintenance Organization (Priority 
Health is an HMO) 
POS:  Point of Service 
Preferred Pharmacy:  Pharmacies that have agreed to 
partner with PH. (i.e., Walmart, Meijer, Target, CVS, Rite 
Aid, Costco, Kroger, and more.) A complete list can be 
found on the PH website. 
Non-preferred Pharmacy:  A pharmacy outside of the 
PH network. 
Generic Drug: FDA-approved prescriptions that work 
like brand drugs.  A generic equivalent drug is a 
chemical copy of the original brand-name drug. 
Preferred Brand Drug: Brand-name drug requires 
a higher copay than generic.  These drugs are commonly 
prescribed and selected based on their effectiveness. 
Non-Preferred Brand Drug: Brand-name drug that 
requires an even higher level of copay.  These drugs 
usually have lower-cost alternatives with the same or 
better effectiveness.  
Specialty Drug:  Specialty drugs require special 
handling, are self-administered, and are used for 
chronic illnesses.  They require an even higher copay 
than the previous types of drugs. 
EOB:  Explanation of Benefits (Letters we receive from 
our health care provider showing services we used.) 
 
For a quick reference to other insurance terms 
use http://www.priorityhealth.com/glossary. 
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Manage	The	Stress	–	Save	Your	Brain		
Suzanne Gernaat, The Beacon Staff 
 
Stress.  We all have it.  Some good, some bad.  It can 
have not only a substantial effect on your body but a 
devastating effect on your brain health, especially as 
you grow older.  Understanding the basic functions of 
stress can prove to be an effective way to deal with it.  
Stress is a series of physiological reactions to a stimulus 
called the stressor.  The reaction is the stress response.  
The two hormones that lead to the stress response are 
adrenaline and cortisol.  Adrenaline causes a fast and 
intense response to a situation of immediate danger.  It 
triggers your heart to beat faster, raises blood pressure, 
air passages dilate, and the liver increases blood glucose 
levels.  Your entire body goes into the fight or flight 
response.  Your body only produces the powerful 
adrenaline for a short period of time.  When stress is 
more long-term or chronic, cortisol will be released to 
keep you in a longer period of the stress response.  
 
Most of us suffer from chronic stress.  Our world 
provides an abundance of stressors.  There are always 
many things that can turn on our stress response, and 
once on, it can be difficult to turn it off.  We have two 
nervous systems, one called the sympathetic or the 
fight/flight response, and the other system, 
parasympathetic, is called the rest/digest response.  We 
need to maintain a healthy balance between these two 
systems to avoid chronic stress.  
 
Over time, chronic stress keeps your blood pressure 
high, affects your sleep patterns, zaps your energy, 
increases fatigue, and makes you crave high-calorie 
foods (i.e., more sugar, salt, fat).  Eventually, chronic 
stress can cause heart disease, gastrointestinal issues, 
and wreck your immune system.  Chronic stress can 
double your risk of Alzheimer’s disease.  It can, also, 
create more anxiety, worry, depression, poor 
concentration, and memory loss.  
 
Once you understand your stressors, some simple 
adjustments can start to work with your stress and have 
it work for you, not against you.  Learning to master 
your stress is about recognizing how your body and 
mind switch back and forth between the two nervous 
systems: fight/flight or sympathetic and the rest/digest 
or parasympathetic systems.  An important player in the 
parasympathetic system is the vagus nerve.  This nerve 
runs from your brain stem to several places in your  

 
body.  It plays a key role in activating your rest/digest 
system, turns off inflammation, and gets your organs  
into rest mode.  Learning how to stimulate the vagus 
nerve helps you gain more control over chronic stress.  
There are some tried and true methods for lowering 
stress.  First, instead of trying positive thinking your way 
through the stress (which can actually turn on more 
negative thinking), switch to an attitude of gratitude.  
Think about the stressor and see what you can be 
thankful for in the situation.  There is, usually, some 
silver lining you can find, if you look for it.  This 
gratitude thinking will often trigger positive actions that 
you can take to improve the stressful situation.  This, in 
turn, gives you a feeling of more control, hence less 
stress.  
 
Second, think smiles and posture.  If you smile, you will 
tend to feel happy.  I have several memory triggers that 
can immediately bring a smile to my face.  Funny 
memories usually work well.  Identify several memory 
triggers you can use when needed.  Now that you are 
smiling, take an assessment of your posture.  Your 
correct posture often determines how you feel and 
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even influences your hormonal balance which controls 
the release of adrenaline and cortisol.  Make sure you 
are practicing good posture.  Check out this excellent 
website for tips on achieving correct posture, 
clevelandclinic.org, then select Health Library, then 
search for the article on Back Health and Posture.   
 
Next, stop complaining as much as possible.  Chronic 
complaining is like watering weeds instead of the 
flowers in your garden.  What you spend the most time 
on, is what grows in your mind.  Complaining is a 
common human instinct.  But, next time you go to 
complain, stop, and think of three things you can be 
thankful for.  It will be a challenge at first, but the more 
you try to do it, the easier it should become.  
Remember stress happens; how you respond to it can 
make the difference.  
 
Lastly, and perhaps the most powerful, is mastering 
your breath.  We inhale and exhale more than 1,000 
times per hour and take more than 25,000 breaths per 
day.  Breathing properly and regulating your breathing 
pattern, may be the single most important thing you 
can do to improve your health.  For regulating your 
breath: 1) whenever possible, breathe in and out 
through your nose, 2) your breathing should be silent, 
soft, and easy, 3) take long, slow, deep breaths way 
down into your abdomen.  Our lungs are required to 
exchange over 10,000 gallons of air every day.  Since 
most of us breathe too shallow, we are not getting our 
basic oxygen needs.  Your breath, heart rate, and tone 
of your nervous system are interconnected.  As you pay 
attention to your breathing, you can start to notice 
when your breathing increases during a stressful 
situation.  Take back control.   
 
To control your breathing, one of the best and most 
effective less-stress breathing techniques was 
developed by a well-respected natural healing 
physician, Dr. Andrew Weil.  It is referred to as the 4-7-8 
technique.  Be sure you are sitting or lying down when 
you try this technique.  When you begin to adjust your 
breathing, you may experience dizziness until you get 
used to the feeling.  You can use the 4-7-8 technique to 
improve sleep and immediately affect stress wherever 
you are.  Here is the technique:  
 

1) First, breathe in very quietly through your nose 
for the count of 4. 

2) Hold this breath for the count of 7. 

3) Then exhale (blow out through pursed lips), to 
the count of 8-10.  The longer the exhale, the 
more the relaxation will kick in. 

Try this breath technique 3-4 times max per session.  
Remember to lie down or sit down when you first try 
this technique.  After you get used to the feeling, you 
will be able to do it standing up, driving, etc.  
 
Remember: Every day gives you a choice.  You can 
choose stress or choose peace and contentment.  Have 
a great, less stressful 2022!  
 

Health	Care	Providers	
 

Blue Cross/Blue Shield  
(PPO in MI) 800-422-9146 
www.bcbsm.com/MPSERS 
PPO Providers - Outside MI 
800-810-2583 
Anti-Fraud Hotline 
800-482-3787 
Grievance and Appeals Department 
866-309-1719 
Blue Care Network (HMO) 
Medicare: 877-396-2025 
www.bcbsm.com/MPSERS 
Non-Medicare:800-662-6667 
www.bcbsm.com/MPSERS 
 

Priority Health (HMO) 
888-389-6648 
www.priorityhealth.com/MPSERS 
 

Dental 
Delta Dental 
800-345-8756 
www.deltadentalmi.com/MPSERS 
 

Vision 
EyeMed 
866-248-2028 
www.eyemed.com/MPSERS 
 

Hearing Care 
554:205:630 
www.truhearing.com 
 

Prescription Plan 
OptumRX Medicare 
855-577-6517 
OptumRX Non-Medicare 
866-288-5209 
www.optumrx.com/enroll/MPSERS  
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Legislative	Update	
Betty Ongley & Ken Larson, Legislative Co-Chairs 
 
At this time, House and Senate bills specific to our 
pension and healthcare have not been introduced.  The 
House is adjourned until January 25th.  The MARSP 
website makes it easy to contact your House and Senate 
representative.  Click on the Advocacy tab and scroll to 
the bottom of the page, click on the Contact Your 
Legislator tab.  Then, click on either the House and/or 
Senate tab, fill out the Find Your Representative or 
Senator information, and you will be able to reach out 
to your representatives.  Elected officials closely 
monitor emails.  When emails reflect a certain topic, say 
Pension Tax, they pay attention.  Be determined to use 
your voice this year! 
 
The KARSP website, also, makes it easy for you to 
contact both state and national representatives.  Click 
on the Your Representatives tab for contact 
information. 
 
Independent Citizens Redistricting Commission met its 
December 2021 deadline and submitted its redrawn 
U.S. Congressional, Michigan State House, and Senate 
district lines.  The Commission held meetings all across 
the state to get feedback from Michigan citizens before 
they submitted maps.  The mid-term election cycle has 
started and candidates will have to declare their 
candidacy for the newly drawn districts.  Should be 
interesting.  However, there is a caveat; several groups 
will or have already filed lawsuits contesting the new 
maps.  Stay tuned. 

If you haven’t already checked out the new maps, you 
can go to the following website and take a look: Search: 
MICRC (Michigan Independent Citizens Redistricting 
Commission).  Click on FINAL MAPS.  The following 
three choices will appear Michigan Congressional, 
Michigan House, and Michigan Senate.  Choose one, 
then Search your address.   
 
On January 13, MARSP sent out the following rules to 
follow concerning petitions: 
 
1) Find out WHO initiated the petition If it’s not a 
person or organization you already know and trust, you 
should try to look it up online or check with trusted 
sources and do some independent vetting on your own. 
Try doing an online search for the petitioner’s name in 
quotation marks (i.e., “Jane Doe”) with something that 
might help narrow down the search, such as the name 
of their organization or their hometown. 
 
2) Be mindful of how it is PRESENTED Don’t take any 
facts and figures cited at their word, especially if they 
feel like exaggerations or falsifications that you can 
easily check online. Use reliable news sources that can 
be factual, non-partisan sources to help you research 
anything that sounds confusing (or suspicious).  
 
3) Read the FINE print Reading the fine print may not 
be a habit, but it’s particularly important to do when 
you’re lending your name to a petition.  You need to 
clearly understand the petition’s specific purpose and 
nothing should be confusing.  If you don’t read 
everything, you run the risk of signing a   
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petition that does not represent your viewpoint on the 
issue.  Usually, the petition will have a summary 
paragraph on it at the top, but keep in mind that there 
can, also, be supplemental pages with the full text 
explaining what you are signing. 
 
4) Every petition will have a POSITIVE spin.  That 
doesn’t make it positive. Consider that a petition is not 
likely to be successful if it sounds negative.  So EVERY 
petition is going to present the information positively, 
even if you don’t actually agree with the outcomes. The 
creators of the petition will likely even use words that 
you care about.  For example, you may value and 
support education.  A petitioner can make it sound like 
what you are signing is good for education, but once 
you learn more about it, you may actually disagree with 
their actions. 
 
5) Keep in mind, petitioners CAN lie. The person asking 
you to sign the petition doesn’t necessarily have to be 
telling the truth.  They can bend, distort, or withhold 
the truth about the outcomes of the petition.  Their goal 
is to gain signatures.  In some cases, they are 
compensated based on the number of signatures they 
collect. 
 
6) You CAN say NO. When approached by a petitioner, 
especially in person, you can feel pressured to sign.  
They are probably saying positive things about a topic 
you care about.  You CAN say no, at least until you learn 
more about the petition you are signing.  If they don’t 
respect that you want to learn more about it before 
signing, that’s probably a red flag that they don’t want 
you to do independent research.  If you find out later 
that you are actually in support of the initiative, you can 
always reach back out to them, later, to sign. 
 
7) What does your GUT say? The last check you should 
do is of critical importance: Pay attention to your 
instincts.  If something feels off, it’s probably off — 
don’t sign it.  
 
 
“The right to vote is the crown jewel of 
American liberties, and we will not see its 
luster diminished.” Ronald Reagan 

Table	Decorations	
Hattie Ford, Decorations Chair 
 
Thank you to those who have signed up to provide table 
decorations this year.  It is a simple and fun thing to do 
for our organization and is very much appreciated by all, 
especially me. 
 
There are a couple of changes you need to be aware of.  
First, there is no head table this year.  So that means we 
need to decorate all the tables.  The number of tables 
will vary each month depending on the number of 
reservations made.  I want to stress, KEEP IT SIMPLE!  
Dollar Tree has already become a favorite source for 
simple and inexpensive. 
 
Second, I will call you a week in advance to let you know 
the number of tables you need to prepare for.  So far 
that number has varied from ten to fourteen.  Please be 
flexible. 
 
These are the commitments I have for the rest of the 
year. 
 

• March – Helen Palleschi & KVCC Retirees 
• April – Vicki Joffe and Ginnie Doerfler 
• May – Nan Palm 
• June – Barb Knickerbocker and Kris Kirkpatrick 

 
If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free 
to call me.  (269) 381-8175. 
 
And thanks, again, to our earlier decorators. 
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KARSP	Travel	
Barb Knickerbocker, Travel Chair 
 
KARSP Travel is now held in conjunction with the 
Portage Senior Center Travel program.  You do not have 
to be a member of the Senior Center or a resident of 
Portage to take advantage of the trips.  There is, 
however, a $10 surcharge for non-members.   
 
You can see the entire list of available programs at: 
https://www.facebook.com/portageseniorcenter 
Or you can contact Dawn in the Travel Office for details 
and availability at shiltsd@portagemi.gov or by 
telephone at 269-324-9239.   
 
04/02 – Ain’t Too Proud at Broadway in Grand Rapids  
 
04/14 – Go Polish Today – Troy MI 
 
05/13 – A Dutch Treat in Holland MI 
 
05/18 – 05/20 – A Kentucky Derby Experience (not the 
Derby though) with Ed & Ted’s Excellent Adventures 
 
05/24 – Meijer History and Flower Power – Grand 
Rapids MI  
 
06/09 – One Day – Fun Day – a Mystery Trip 
 
06/16 – Jim Crow and the History of Racism – Big Rapids 
MI 
 
 06/16 – 06/24 – Alaska: America’s Last Frontier 
 
06/19 – 06/28 – Maine: Mountains to the Sea 
with Ed & Ted’s Excellent Adventures 
 
07/13 – Summer Fun in Toledo OH 
 
07/25 – Christmas in July – Tanger Outlets in Grand 
Rapids MI 
 
07/25 – 07/28 – Mystery Trip with Ed & Ted’s Excellent 
Adventures 
 
08/07 – 08/15 – American Queen with Ed & Ted’s 
Excellent Adventures  
 
08/29 – 09/03 – New York City with Ed & Ted’s Excellent 
Adventures 

09/09 – 09/11 – Architectural & Presidential Tour in 
Springfield IL  
 
09/12 – 09/17 - Heartland of America Tour: 
The Story of Famous Route 66 – with Shoreline Tours  
 
10/02 – 10/16 – Exploring Britain & Ireland with Collette  
 
10/10 – 10/14 – Rails of West Virginia with Shoreline 
Tours 
 
10/22 – 10/31 – New Orleans and Biloxi with Ed & Ted’s 
Excellent Adventures 
 
10/23 – 10/29 – Washington DC – Genealogy Research 
& “Do It Yourself” DC visit 
 
Live Virtual Tours 
Another program that Portage Senior Center offers is 
live, virtual tours! Reach out and connect with a new 
destination.  Chat with a local guide in real-time for the 
following opportunities.  Spots are limited.  A waitlist 
will be used as needed and additional tours scheduled if 
possible.  Call 269-329-4555 to register.  Requirements: 
laptop, computer, or smartphone; internet access with 
access to an internet browser (Google Chrome 
preferred); and a camera/microphone.   
 
Fri 02/25 – Lincoln Memorial and West Potomac Park: 
Backdrop to Civil Rights in America – 10 – 11 AM – Fee 
$15 per person  
 
Tues 03/08 – La Paz – Political Center of Bolivia and its 
History – 10 – 11 AM – Fee $18 per person  
 
Tues 03/22 – East London –10 – 11 AM – Fee $12 per 
person  
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Smith/Rupp	Fund		
Pat McKinney, Smith Rupp Chair  
 
The KARSP Smith/Rupp Funds are established monies to 
provide limited financial resources for KARSP members 
who are in financial need of the basics of life.  These 
include help with providing food, paying medical bills 
and prescriptions, hospital bills, utility bills, or 
telephone bills.  Assistance in paying dues is, also, 
available.  
 
All members, in any capacity: bus drivers, office staff, 
custodial and maintenance workers, classroom aides, 
lunchroom workers, principals, and teachers are eligible 
for assistance.  
 
To be effective, we must count on our membership to 
inform us concerning their own or another’s needs.  All 
information will be kept strictly confidential.  Please 
contact Pat McKinney at 269-876-9660 or 
patm7101@gmail.com.  
 

News	From	ORS	
The Beacon Staff 
 
The Michigan Office of 
Retirement Services has 
completed a security upgrade to the login procedure of 
the miAccount.  ORS will join other state agencies by 
adopting a new multi-factor login procedure called 
MILogin.  A multi-factor login requires an additional 
step after entering your username and password.  A 
code will be emailed to you or sent to your cellphone 
that must be entered to successfully log in.  This 
procedure is like those used by many financial 
institutions to help protect your information. 
 
If you have not updated your login yet, you can find 
help at: 
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/ors/MILogin_he
lp_Instructions_742731_7.pdf 
 
IRS Form 1099R is now available at the miAccount site.  
You should have received your printed copy in late 
January.   
 
Pay dates do not vary from the 25th in March, April, or 
May.  The June pay date is June 24. 
 

MARSP	Contact	Information	
 
Need to Contact MARSP?  There have been some 
changes, in the last couple of years.  The office on Jolly 
Road is no longer MASP’s home.  Use the post office 
box.  The correct address is: 
 
Michigan Association of Retired School Personnel 
PO Box 23214 
Lansing, MI 48909 
 
Telephone 
517-337-1757 or 888-960-4022 (toll-free) 
 (7:30 - 11:30 a.m. - 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.) 
 
 
MARSP Staff 
Royce Humm, Executive Director 
Kelli Cherrette, Member Services Coordinator 
Mandy Hitsman, Finance Coordinator 
Wendi Knepp, Communications Coordinator 
Delicia Lockhart, Administrative Assistant  
Erin Parker, Events Coordinator 
 
Contact the staff at:  
Email: staff@marsp.org 
 
Make sure you check out the newly revised and  
improved website: https://www.marsp.org.  
 

 
 

Giving	To	KARSP’s	Collections	
 
At each monthly luncheon, a collection is received for a 
local nonprofit that impacts schools or school children 
in some way.  If you are not attending luncheons but 
would like to donate to a specific collection or KARSP’s 
own Scholarship Fund, you may send a check, including 
the name of the charity on the memo line, to: 
 
KARSP 
Attention Treasurer 
PO Box 19343 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49019-9343 
 



 

  

 
  

 
Kalamazoo Association Of 
Retired School Personnel  
USPS Westwood Branch 
PO Box 19343 
Kalamazoo, MI 49019-9343 
DATED INFORMATION 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Attend Our Spring Meetings 

The Beacon 
Newsletter Staff: Philip Stohrer, Editor • Suzanne Gernaat • Joanna Heyd • Chris Miller • Julie Devers, President •  

Manuel Brenes, President Elect • Linda Hawley, Membership Chair • Barbara Rocky, Friendship Chair • Barb Knickerbocker, Travel Chair  
Bob Kucera, Website Liaison 

 
Comments, News, And Advertisements May Be Sent To: Beacon@KARSP.net 

Next Deadline For Material Is April 22, 2022 
Visit Us Online At http://www.KARSP.net 
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